Abstract Let 9 (x) denote the pseudoprime counting function. With
1. Introduction. A composite natural number n for which 2*-1 = 1 (mod n) is called a pseudoprime. The least such n is 341. Let ty(x) denote the number of pseudoprimes not exceeding x. It is known that, for some c > 0 and all large x, exp{(log x)5/14} < <3>(x) < x • exp{ -c(log x log2 x)'/2}, where log¿ denotes the A-fold iteration of the natural logarithm. The lower bound was accomplished recently in [6] , while the upper bound is due to Erdös [3] .
The main purpose of this paper is to present an improvement of Erdös's upper bound for ÍP (x). We show that, for all large x, (1) 9(x) <x-L(xyx/2, where L(x) = exp{log x log3 x/log2 x).
We believe that (1) is near to best possible for ^(x). In fact we conjecture that (2) <3>(x) = x-L(x)-x+o(X).
We briefly discuss how the method of proof of (1) can be applied to two other problems: the distribution of Carmichael numbers and the study of the number of solutions m of <p(w) = n where <p is Euler's function.
We remark that our main result (1) can easily be generalized to pseudoprimes to an arbitrary base b > 2. (A composite natural number n is called a pseudoprime to base b if b"~x = 1 (mod n).) Thus, if 96(x) denotes the counting function for the base b pseudoprimes, we have ^¿(x) < x • L(x)~1/2 for all x > x^(b). Throughout the paper the letter p will always denote a prime. If S is a set, then # S will denote the cardinality of S.
2. The Exponent to Which 2 Belongs Modulo n. If n is odd, let l2(n) denote the exponent to which 2 belongs modulo n. Thus a composite natural number n is a pseudoprime if and only if l2(ri) \ n -1. To achieve our main result about pseudoprimes, we shall first prove a theorem on the number of solutions m of the equation Note that, since c > 7/8, \ogA= 2 P~c+0(l) = ^ 2 P~c + 0(l).
The primes p with /2(p) = d all divide 2d -1, so there are less than d such primes. Say they are qx, q2, . . . , q, where 0 < t < d. Each qi = 1 (mod ¿/), so that 2 ^"c = 2 <?rc < 2 (di + iyc <d-< 2 <~c < (i -cy'd1-2*. Proof. Recalling the definition of L(x) as expílog x log3 x/log2 x), we divide the pseudoprimes n < x into four possibly overlapping classes:
The number of n in class (i) is obviously at most
The number of primes p with l2(p) < L(x) is exactly 2 2 K 2 m<L(x)2.
Thus the number of n in class (ii) is at most
If /i is a pseudoprime and d \ n, then
Thus the number of pseudoprimes n < x with t/ | n is at most 1 + x/(dl2(d)). If d = p, a prime, then we throw out the solution n = p of (8) , so that in this case there are at most x/(pl2(p)) pseudoprimes n < x withp | n. Thus the number of n in class (iii) is at most
If n is in class (iv), then n must have a divisor d with
Thus, by the comment following (8) , the number of « in class (iv) is at most 1 2'(i+^)<-w-,+*r
where 2' denotes the sum over odd d satisfying (10). Using Theorem 1 and partial summation, the inner sum is, for large x, at most / 2 + log3 x \ expi_logx'~Tío^r)-Thus, for large x, the number of n in class (iv) is at most
Hence, using the estimates (6), (7), (9), (11) for the number of pseudoprimes n < x in each of the four classes, we have our theorem.
Remark. Concerning our conjecture (2), an improvement would be attainable in Theorem 2 if we could improve Theorem 1. In the proof of Theorem 1, if a less crude estimate for ~2l(p)_dp~c could be obtained, possibly only on average, then Theorem 1 could be strengthened. (The methods of Erdös [4] 
where 9(x) -> 0 as x -» oo. From such a result, the method of proof of Theorem 2 gives
This would be half of the battle for (2) . For the other half, in [7] , elaborating on an argument given by Erdös [3] , a heuristic argument is presented that
where C(x) is the number of Carmichael numbers not exceeding x. (We say « is a Carmichael number if it is a pseudoprime to every base b with (b, n) = 1.) It is easy to show that every Carmichael number is a pseudoprime, so ^(x) > C(x). Moreover, in the next section we shall show how the heuristic argument in [7] , just alluded to, can be improved to
This argument then supports the other half of our conjecture (2). 77te Distribution of Carmichael Numbers. It is easily seen that a composite natural number « is a Carmichael number if and only if X(n) \ (n-1), where X(n) is the universal exponent modulo n. It is well known that X(n) is the least common multiple of the numbers p"~x(p -1) for prime powers pa \ n, except when 8 | n, and then X(n) is the least common multiple of 2"-2 and X(n/2") where 2" || n.
In Erdös [3] it is shown that
or some positive constant a, where C(x) is the Carmichael number counting function. In [7] (Theorem 6) the estimates in Erdös's argument are sharpened to show that in (12) we may choose a as any number less than 1. By the methods of this paper we can achieve now the sharper result "3> <™ -{-=£(*•»♦ *.* ♦^+°((-H)l))-
In [7] we hold out the possibility that C(x) ~ F(x) where
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use since F(x) does a good job of approximating C(x) for x < 25 • 109. However, (13) now shows that C(x) and F(x) are not asymptotic: in fact we have C(x) = o(F(x)). We say a word on how (13) is established. We first need to prove an analogue for Theorem 1 where X(n) replaces l2(n). This is in fact easy since the sum 2x(p)_</P~c can now be trivially replaced by the larger quantity d~c. By choosing (14) c.,__l_(logj, + log4l+l^.2(^)ï), as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 of [2] , we obtain (15)
In the proof of Theorem 6 in [7] we now use (15) instead of Lemma 2, choosing 5 = 1 -c where c is given by (14) above. We thus obtain (13).
One might well wonder why we obtain such accuracy in the upper bound estimate for C(x) when so little is known about lower bounds: we cannot even disprove C(x) = 0(1)! However, in [7] , as we mentioned above, a heuristic argument is presented for a lower bound for C(x). This argument draws an analogy between the functions *(x,v)= #{n <x:P(n) < v}, <ir'(x,y) = # {primes p < x: p -1 square-free, P(p -1) < y),
where P(n) denotes the greatest prime factor of n. In particular, part of the heuristic argument is the conjecture (We change the argument in [7] at only one place: we now let A denote the product of the primes up to log x/(log2 x)2.) That is, the heuristic argument of [7] now implies the conjecture that equahty holds in (13). Popular Values of Euler's Function. In [5] we studied the function N(n) = #{m: q>(m) = n), where <p denotes Euler's function. We gave a proof (that depended on Lemma 2 of [7] ) that N(n) < n • L(n)_1+o(l). Moreover, we gave a heuristic argument that equality holds for an infinite set of n. We were able only to prove that N(n) > n5/9 for infinitely many n.
The functions X(m) and <p(m) are so similar that virtually the same proof that gives (15) also gives (16) N(n) < n ■ expi -^(log3 n + log, n + ^^ + 0^ ^ * log2«\ log3« \\l0g3"
Moreover, the new sharp results in [2] on ^(x, v), when combined with the heuristic argument in [5] , imply the conjecture that equality in (16) holds for infinitely many n.
5. Numerical Evidence. In the Table we have presented values of the functions k(x),j(x), k2(x),j2(x) (defined below) for selected values of x.
As in [7] , A:(x) is defined by the equation
In the Table we have reproduced the data in Table 3 of [7] on k(x). We conjecture hm k(x) = 1. Note that (13) implies k(x) > 1 for all large x. The conjecture that we have equality in (13) implies that if we define j(x) by the equation "1^( log3x + log, x + j(x)) , theny'(x) tends to 0 slowly as x -» 00.
We have also checked our conjecture (2) numerically. If we define A:2(x) by the equation íP(x) = x • exp{ -£2(x)log x log3 x/log2 x}, then (2) is equivalent to the assertion lim k2(x) = 1. Of course (1) implies k2(x) > 1/2 for all large x. (The values for ^(x) in the Table were computed from one of the print-outs associated with [7] .) Say we now make an even stronger assertion than (2), namely that if y'2(x) is defined so that <3>(x) = x • expi -j^l^Oogj x + log, x + j2(x))\, then limy'2(x) = 0. In the 
